
Parents’ Forum 
Notes from meetings 9am and 6.30pm on Thursday 4th May 2017 

 

1. Traffic in the Lane 

Mrs DG shared the notes from the previous forum along with the actions which had been taken since.  

Mrs DG felt generally safety in Lane had improved a little since January and that this was possibly due 

to time of year. Parents thought it was the same or slightly better. The school has tried to contact the 

Council many times since January to see if someone would speak to members of the school 

community or if there was an update.  

Parents asked posters could be made large and if Council could provide 

larger signs. Other comments included: school pushes message to new 

Reception parents; camera in Lane more often; laundry van has returned 

and is blocking pavement at school pick up times. 

School will continue to contact the council  

 

2. School meals 

A parent had asked for this to be put on the agenda.  

Mrs DG explained that there are 2 menus a year and that the school asks for 

the menu to be changed to suit what we think our children will like. There is 

a meat (chicken, turkey or lamb) option or fish option each day and always a 

vegetarian option. Reception always eat first, then Year 1 and Year 2. KS2 

follow on a rota basis, so the same class isn’t last very often.  

Children are not rushed to eat their dinner or packed lunch, although some 

children want to go out to play quickly 

It is very rare for no food to be left, but there may not be the choice that a 

child wants 

We do complain if there is an issue and there is nearly always a member of staff on duty in the hall 

Children are asked to speak to a teacher if they haven’t had enough to eat 

We think generally the portions sizes are enough… there is always salad and bread 

There are strict rules about the amount the amount of salt, sugar and other ingredients used 

One parent was pleased to know there were rules and healthy guidelines. Another said school should 

encourage children to have breakfast in the morning as some children don’t have their lunch until 

12.45 (this followed Mrs DG saying that the first children eat at 11.40 and the last about 12.45) 

Could there be more fruit? 

One parent said children sometimes miss lunch when they are playing – this is possible occasionally, 

but children are called and there is a sign when it is time for a class to go to lunch 

One parent complained about quality of the pasta, but another said it was their child’s favourite lunch 

In response to a question, Mrs DG said she would check that the menu on the website was up to date. 

Is there a way of making it clear which week of the menu it is? Could menu be posted on Reception 

and other noticeboards? Mrs DG would look into these.  

A parent said that juice, not water, is still being put on the tables – Mrs DG said she thought this had 

changed and would check again 
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3. Shows 

A parent asked for this to be put on the agenda. She would like participation in the shows to be 

optional as some children don’t like the rehearsals / singing. 

 

Mrs DG is not aware that this has arisen before. Putting on shows goes back to at least 1990. However, 

just because it is a tradition, it is important that we evaluate aspects of school on a regular basis so I 

have considered this. Mrs DG explained some of the school’s reasons for having the shows: developing 

confidence and self-esteem; working as a team; supporting each other; responsibility, reliability, arts - 

drama, dance and music is part of the school curriculum; developing speaking skills – children need to 

develop the skill of speaking for different purposes and to different audiences; gives different children 

opportunity to excel. 

Diwali – practices are in the afternoons for a week approx. – this is a change in the last few years - 

used to be far longer 

Christmas – we alter the timetable so children still receive a broad curriculum – Yr 6 have written work 

and research related to the show, KS1 rehearse for approx. hour and half a day, they continue to have 

phonics and Daily supported reading, and 3 lessons a day 

 

Mrs DG asked for parents’ thoughts 

Parents didn’t agree that participation in the shows should be optional. Parents’ comments included: 

the shows develop good skills; school is more than the 3Rs; Yr6 show could be done in the summer; 

shows develop confidence and other skills; school needs to make sure children have a fair chance to 

be a main part; shows are part of holistic / all-round learning; rounded education; children could have 

extra homework during show rehearsals; could some children be involved back stage rather than on 

stage? 

 

4. Spelling homework  

A parent had asked for spelling homework to be added to the agenda – 

their request is that children are given daily spelling homework.  

 

Mrs DG said forum have spoken about homework before, but realises it 

is an area that concerns parents. Generally, the number of parents who 

think it’s too much is equalled by the number who think it’s not 

enough…. It is difficult for schools to get this right, unless we stop homework altogether which some 

schools have done. 

Mrs DG thinks it is beneficial for children to share with parents what they are doing in school, for 

parents to be involved in their children’s learning, for children to consolidate their learning and to 

practise skills like tables and reading. Homework should not be onerous for children or parents… and 

not for teachers either. 

One parent said it was parents’ responsibility to give their child extra work at home if they wanted to 

Yr4 parent felt there had been more homework in Yr3 

In response to a question, Mrs DG said she would check what was expected in Reception 

One parent thought there should be more homework, but wouldn’t expect it to be marked 

Could have a booklet of spelling activities.  

One parent concerned when child says they have done their homework in school 
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5. Spelling booklet 

Our literacy team have recently put together a guide for parents on spelling. This includes ideas for 

improving spelling and how parents can help their children.  

Mrs DG gave out the draft spelling document for parents to comment on. Parents said the booklet was 

helpful. Mrs DG asked parents to send any comments about the booklet to the office, especially if they 

felt other / more information was needed or it wasn’t clear 

 

6. Other points 

One parent thanked the school for the range of after school clubs which she said are really useful. 

 

Mrs DG thanked the parents for attending and for their ideas. The notes from the meetings would be 

shared on the website. 


